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For almost a decade, the Aristata® Series has brought style and sophistication to recycling & waste 
programs across a multitude of industries. Each container is meticulously crafted to be on-trend with 

today’s modern interiors with five stunning finishes that blend seamlessly into any space. With a variety 
of customization options and multiple streams in one single container, achieve outstanding diversion 

rates while maintaining an upscale aesthetic.  

RECYCLING HAS NEVER LOOKED so beautiful

We are still getting comments on how sleek and nice 
the Aristata looks in our building. Who knew a trash 

can could be a conversation piece!

– Ashley, Mechanical Engineer Corporate Office in California

“
“

Liners are made from 100% post-consumer recycled content

California Proposition 65 (Prop 65), REACH (Registration, Evaluation, and Authorization of Chemical Substances - EC1907/2006)

This product series is compliant with both Prop 65 and REACH regulations. We have tested all materials and substances used in 
production to ensure they don’t contain any harmful chemicals listed in these regulations. We prioritize product safety and have 

implemented strict quality control measures to ensure our products meet or exceed regulatory requirements. Customers can confidently 
use our product knowing it meets the highest safety standards.
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BOLD

The Premium Midsummer Flame finish warms up 
any recycling and waste program with its earthy 
and wood-inspired design, adding color and 
sophistication to your space. 

SOPHISTICATED 

The Select offers the choice between the Slate and 
Glacier finish, both simple in design with a classic 
and modern appeal.

STOCK
FINISH

STOCK
FINISHES

Slate Glacier

PREMIUMSELECT

SINGLE*
15”D x 15”W x 30”H

15 GALLON

XL SINGLE* 
21.9375”D x 17.5”W x 30”H 

28 GALLON

DOUBLE
15”D x 26.9375”W x 30”H

30 GALLON

XL DOUBLE*
21.9375”D x 29”W x 30”H

56 GALLON

TRIPLE
15”D x 39.9375”W x 30”H

45 GALLON

XL TRIPLE*
21.9375”D x 43”W x 30”H

84 GALLON
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Mid-
Summer

Flame

XL Triple in Slate Triple in Mid-Summer Flame

*Only stocked in Slate. Available 
in others with minimum  

order quanaity.
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Western 
Breeze

Harvest 
Leaves*

Opening
OPTIONS

DOUBLE

TRIPLE*

SINGLE

CIRCLE / SLOT / FULL

CIRCLE**FULL MIXED** SLOT**

FULL / FULL / FULL

CIRCLE / FULL MIXED / FULL FULL / FULL

**Minimum Order Quantity Applies

All XL configurations are only stocked with Full 
Opening Lids. Mixed and Circle opening options 

are available upon request but do require 
a minimum order quantity.

ADVENTUROUS

The Elite offers two textured, horizontal cross-grain 
finishes. The Harvest Leaves and Western Breeze 
finishes are designed to be eye-catching and add 
depth to your space while complementing your décor.

OPTIONAL
 Kits

WHEEL CASTER KIT

2 FREE + 2 LOCKING

SINGLE (fits 12.7”x11.65” sign)

SIGN FRAME KITS

DOUBLE (fits two 12.7”x11.65” signs)

TRIPLE (fits three 12.7”x11.65” signs)

STOCK
FINISH

ELITE

Double in 
Western Breeze

with optional sign frame

*A Mixed opening option is available for Triple lids 
upon request but does require a 

minimum order quantity.

AVAILABLE 
FINISH

*Harvest Leaves is available but requires a 
minimum order quanaity
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